
WE ONE HEART
YOU ARE AC MILAN





From us to you, 
from You to us



THE IDEA

How do you get people more involved? Making them feel part of a 
community. 
Fulfilling their desires, their dreams; making them an active part and 
giving them recognition. 

So why not give more and more space to the initiatives of our fans? 
Combining sport with other areas that are of interest to fans especially 
younger and that have to do with emotions. From their passions to the 
world they live in, to the professional world they approach. 

Through frequent contests, we could really give voice to the ideas of 
our fans, which will be easily appreciated on our channels and will give 
visibility and professional possibilities to the lucky winners.

The creation of a site / a special section called You are AC Milan, and / 
or dedicated social communities, would immediately give attention and 
interest for two reasons: one, because it is apparently the opposite of 
the slogan “we are ac milan” and therefore highlights a strong change; 
two. because the presence of the pronoun “you” linked to an institution 
makes it grateful and above all invites action, it makes it clear that there 
is a desire to make the fans participate in something more actively, in 
first person.

.

The same heart forming by 11 players and millions of fans around the world.
Let’s make them beat the same noise, let’s give space for both of our souls



 #youaresocial
#youarecreativity
#youareinnovation
#youarecharity

What does the lack do?
Strengthen the desire.  

We missed it. 
We missed you. 

From today we will be
more and more united 

We have so many things to do...
TOGETHER.  

AC Milan invites you to a new era
where the fans will be the real protagonists

AC MILAN CHALLENGES YOU!
#youareacmilan #weoneheart



YOU ARE SOCIAL

You are social would consist of a contest that selects the best social 
commentary regarding a match (pre, during and post match) or a 
particular event. This would make the community even more active 
and a top-level visibility for our candidate and winning fans, who will 
always remember the presence of their name on the official channels. 
In addition to extending the time of social interest for the match, and 
therefore also for AC Milan.

So why not the synthesis of a match that enriches the emotions of the 
match video with the comments of our fans that appear as pop ups, 
appearing during the actions and increasing the existence of emotions 
with those of those, even if not at the inside the field, it is still part of 
one thing and feels them with the same intensity. Maybe decisive goals 

mounted in slow motion that in the loading of the conclusion highlight 
the comments that most represent the tension, emotion, irony, all the 
hopes and ways of living them, of those who accompany our players 
spiritually during the matches. Different categories could be made and 
then the best one chosen by survey directly from our social channels 
and / or by likes / interactions. And why not a choice directly from 
the team, which would send the lucky one into raptures hearing their 
favorites choose something with his name on it.

You could also do video columns with our players reacting to the 
funniest, weirdest and most motivating comments and seeing their 
reactions. And a few more questions to ask in the press conference, 
the choice of some initiative. Let’s really involve our fans.

Social media are now part of our life, giving everyone a voice and creating connections.
So our heart must be, open, free, and engaging. 





YOU ARE CREATIVITY

What people are looking for more and more as consumers is 
personalization. They want to be an active part in the customization of 
the product, no longer targets but collaborators.
So why not highlight the passion that exudes from these colors with 
the passions of our most enterprising fans?

We could have contests for the best creation of uniform, music, 
banner, merchandising, illustration, design, etc… To highlight these 
contests, to have our fans vote for the best, to give space to the most 
creative and enterprising. Maybe even turn them into purchasable 
products, made by the fans for the fans together with AC Milan. Give 
space to these creations in some matches / events or just for one. By 
creating a community passionate about these initiatives. 

The choice of more possibilities would also make the voting fans feel 
decisive, who could also start following the winners by getting to know 
each other more and more, and connecting other personal interests 
with the idea of having met thanks to Milan.  

.

More space for ideas and change. 
Because it is the ideas that make a beating heart.

And it is the change that makes us feel alive.





YOU ARE INNOVATION

In an ever more changing, ever more updated world, the companies 
that manage to embrace and encourage change then become the 
ones that attract the most attention and receive the most benefits.

The younger generations are those closest to these environments, 
because they are urged by the school world, because they tend to 
have more free time, because the younger you are, the more you look 
for new things, you want new things, you want to change the world.

So why not initiatives that stimulate young people in this sense? It 
could be with technological initiatives produced by AC Milan and 
designed together with the choices of the public.
And in this sense, the most suitable new technology that comes to 
mind if you think of a business so focused on emotion, empathy, the 
dichotomy you and us are one thing, could be augmented reality or a 
fully branded gaming experience. AC Milan.

Initially it could be with experiences that replicate the most exciting 
experiences in the history of AC Milan. Or, for example, starting from 
an experience at Milanello and Casa Milan as a new AC Milan player, 
to understand the story one approaches and what emotions one feels 

with direct contact with the team’s champions and the Rossoneri 
environment with privileged eyes. 
And then the reconstruction of the team’s foundation, the first 
prestigious victories, the 7 Champions and so on. POV or gaming 
experiences that translate an apparently distant story “to be studied”, 
to strong emotions and experiences lived in the first person. In one of 
the first languages that you learn and the one closest to young people: 
playing.

How many ideas could give a story full of successes and emotions that 
you tell in an active way would affect anyone? A cinematic adventure 
with short gamification with a surprise theme on a regular basis linked 
to this story would certainly bring the attention and hype effect of our 
fans and the press, with possible rumors about the releases.

How to engage users even more? Maybe by doing polls on some detail 
of the story shot, deciding that “pig in a poke” event. Thus discovering 
the winning choice only during the experience. In this case there would 
be involvement both in the choice, both in waiting and during the 
experience, to finally find out which choice has won and how it was 
developed.

To understand each other, two hearts must change their point of view, put themselves in the other’s shoes. 
Together we do the most beautiful things, and we always learn new things.
Our heart will be more and more united and passionate as during a game.



There is already a SS LAZIO experience Balenciaga‘s Afterworld



YOU ARE CHARITY

A pure, unselfish heart, with the desire to share their possibilities.
With the desire to improve the world around us, we the proud.

You are charity, on the other hand, would involve the most interesting 
charity initiatives related to AC Milan, or competitions involving 
charities, which in turn could propose a project that involves the 
presence of AC Milan members in turn.

Initiatives that gather in an era of social responsibility that is always 
broad consensus, and show the presence of an institution like AC 
Milan not as a closed and exclusive reality, but as an open and 
inclusive reality. At the forefront for the well-being of less fortunate 
individuals or those to be helped, and the needs of our times. 

The presence of a sort of contest to choose on a regular basis which 
initiative to reward would lead to two different successes. In addition 
to obviously a great possibility of visibility for the lucky winner, also a 
stage of great visibility for the other candidates. That will still be able to 
attract interest, and increase their notoriety (and therefore budget) by 
associating their name with one of the best known brands in the world: 
AC Milan.





THE ROLE OF MILAN ACADEMY

Our youngest heart is the most vital one.
Our youngest heart is the one that most needs to be stimulated.

You are Milan Academy could instead create spaces to give visibility 
to the work of its participants: such as the best goals / videos by 
categories, or school businesses / initiatives, extras. And also have an 
active role in the education of children and their schools. By proposing 
the You are ac milan initiatives and initiatives directly to its participants 
with the willingness to collaborate and work on them as a school 
project.

Thus further intercepting the younger audience, showing interest in 
their ideas, and wanting to give them the opportunity to have an impact 

on what they most dream of, or for the less interesting in football even 
just on something that generates an apparently unattainable interest.

Thus stimulating young people also in personal growth and at the 
same time having the opportunity to tell them what AC Milan means to 
us and what good values we try to represent.

.





CONCEPT / MOOD
A POS SIBLE NEW SYMBOL

How many things can an oval mean? Milan pulse and the logo colours 
immediately made us think of the organ where all our emotions born: 
the heart.
The heart is something that touches everyone unconditionally, being 
able to associate it more and more with the AC Milan brand even in 
the common and extra football context would be the best to give even 
more notoriety to the brand.
In fact, the You are AC Milan project has the hearts of its fans as 
its main engine. The heart which is what makes us feel emotions. 
And what literally explodes in football, the sport where emotions are 
experienced with greater intensity. Where 90 minutes of waiting and 
hopes can be decided by a single play that distorts every prediction 
and every result. The sound of the goal is not a goal that moves in the 
wind, it is the cry of joy and liberation of millions of fans around the 
world.
Not less important, the heart is also a symbol of purity, sacrifice, pride: 
our ideals. Guided by good emotions.

But an oval is also reminiscent of something else. Obviously an egg, 
the prime symbol of the concept of birth. But also of the birth of 
something strong, if we think, for example, of cinema, Jurassic Park 
can immediately come to mind. Or even a new hope.

And again our Devil logo, which vaguely recalls the shape and parts of 
which the heart is formed.

And finally, as if by coincidence, in the middle of the heart there is just a 
vein that looks like a dragon, a rampant dragon that in common jargon 
many times spits fire.
That fire from which everything was born: “We will be red like fire and 
black like the fear we will do to our adversaries”.  

The Heart logo would be a possible special logo that could inspire 
more motion and activity due to the different shapes and directions.
A good way to represent this innovative and continuos movement.

An oval heart will symbolize
the Rossoneri heart that represents us all

Which will attract the most passionate and emotional people
for one of the most exciting things in the world: sport, football, AC Milan

We will be one heart and we will need you to beat stronger.



Our logo

Passion & emotions The birth of a new day The same beautiful story

1979 Devil logo WE ONE HEART

WE ONE HEART



THE SPOT

The deep sound of a beating heart.
The borderless You are AC Milan heart beats in the center

Again
The heart is now surrounded by the red-on-black Milan pulse effect 
with the texture that enlarges when the heart exhales.

The noise of the exultation of a historic player at the same time 
as a beat. The beats now accelerate more and more. 
The event in black and white video inside the heart shape.

The noise of the cheering of the fans in black and white at the 
same time as a heartbeat.
The video event inside the heart shape.

The noise of the team’s exultation with the empty stadium of the 
covid period simultaneously with a heartbeat.
The video event inside the heart.

The noise of the celebration of social media at the same time as a 
heartbeat.
Celebrations from home / social / in places of attendance on video 
inside the heart.

The increasingly incessant rhythm with different types of noise up 
to a stop of concentration.
Quick flashes to the rhythm of the various cheering / sport events on 
video inside the heart.

Silence. Dry beats for each logo. 
The evolution of logos.

A second of silence
White screen

The heartbeat is now strong and regular. Accompanied by the 
audio of the choirs of our fans.
Red screen with black writing “A new era”.

The audio continues. 
Black screen with red writing “More than fans, protagonists.”

The audio continues. 
White screen written We are ac Milan

The audio continues.
White screen You are ac Milan

Two louder closing beats while the audio of the events decreases 
until it disappears.
White screen written in red Challenge yourself with any site or 
reference written in black in small overlay.

1 / 2 seconds of silence
Heart logo of You are AC Milan / AC Milan logo

THE END 

From us to you. From You to us.
We are one. One passion.



MINI SPOT / CLAIM

A unique style. Two colors.
We missed each other. We missed You. 

From today the protagonists are you.
YOU ARE AC MILAN

AC MILAN CHALLENGES YOU!
#youareacmilan #weoneheart



Matteo Righi
matteorighi94@gmail.com

Tommaso Righi
tommasorighi99@gmail.com

CONTACT DETAILS


